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The notion of conscious hologram is TGD based generalization of the
idea
about brain as a hologram. In nutshell, the notion of conscious
hologram
follows from the topological field quantization. Classical fields
and
matter form a Feynmann diagram like structure consisting of lines
representing matter (say charged particles) and bosons (say
photons). The
matter lines are replaced by space-time sheets representing matter
(elementary particles, atoms, molecules,...), and virtual bosons are
replaced by topological light rays (\blockquote{massless extremals},
MEs). Also
magnetic flux tubes appear and together with MEs they serve as
correlates
for bound state quantum entanglement.
The internal lines of generalized Feynmann diagram are analogous to
wave guides and
the classical fields and coherent light propagating along these wave
guides
interfere at the space-time sheets representing the vertices of the
generalized
Feynmann diagram and the \blockquote{points} of the conscious
hologram. The formation
of the hologram corresponds to the self-organization induced by the
leakage
of supra currents to smaller (say atomic) space-time sheets. This
leakage
is induced by the high frequency MEs propagating along low frequency
MEs
serving as correlates for quantum entanglement. The 3-D stereovision
associated with ordinary hologram is generalized to stereo
consciousness
resulting, when the mental images associated with different
\blockquote{points} of
conscious hologram fuse to single mental image. Central nervous
system can
be regarded as a conscious hologram of this kind.
Time mirror mechanism is a key element of intentional action. The
notion
of four-wave interaction generalizes: the interference pattern of
oppositely moving reference waves forming an archetypal standing
wave
(possibly moving as in case of nerve pulse) can be replaced by any
synchronously oscillating periodic spatial pattern. Plasma waves for
which
the frequency does not depend on wave vector are ideal candidates
for

holograms in the generalized sense. Living matter would be full of
this kid of
holograms: besides plasma oscillations associated with biologically
important ions, also $Z^0$ plasma oscillations associated with atoms
and
molecules can define holograms. p-Adic length scale hypothesis
predicts a
hierarchy of plasma frequencies related by powers $2^{3k/4}$ so that
even
so called \blockquote{non-living matter} could build this kind of
sensory
representations based on plasma oscillations.
ZEO predicts that vacuum functional is maximum for preferred pairs
of
3-surfaces located at opposite boundaries of causal diamond (CD).
Hence
self-organization by quantum jump sequences leads to prefered
geometro-temporal
patterns rather than asymptoc 3-D patterns. In biology these
temporal
patterns dominate and it is very difficult to understand this in
standard
ontology: morphogenesis is basic example of this.
p-Adic length scale hypothesis and dark matter hierarchy allow to
quantify
the notion of conscious hologram. The hierarchy of generalized EEGs
associated with the dark matter hierarchy allows to propose
concrete
mechanism of remote mental interactions playing a key role also in
the
interaction of magnetic bodies with the biological body.
Experimental
findings related to anomalous pre-cognition support the view that
even
galactic magnetosphere acts as a conscious entity receiving sensory
input
from bio-sphere and controlling it.

Bio-photons provide an application of the general theory. Simple
mathematical facts about the delayed luminescence induced by an
external
perturbation combined with the model for a hierarchy of dark EEGs
assignable to that of Josephson junctions, lead to a model in which
positive and negative energy MEs transversal to DNA strand and
representing
dark photons generate coherent bio-photons via de-coherence. Rather
detailed quantitative models for how MEs and supra current circuits
interact and how bio-photons are generated during the gene
expression

emerge.

Peter Gariaev and his group have discovered a radio wave emission
from DNA
induced by laser light. The model explaining delayed luminescence
covers
also this phenomenon: now the decay of dark photons with energies
above
thermal threshold to radio-wave photons rather than de-coherence
would be
the mechanism. The findings allow an explanation in terms of a manysheeted
laser action, and a rather detailed view about how bio--system acts
as a
many-sheeted laser at a wide wave-length range emerges.
William Tiller in Stanford University has carried out impressive
experimental work with what he calls intention imprinted electronic
devices
(IIED), and his results challenge that standard assumption that the
intentions of experimenter do not affect the experimental apparatus.
The
analysis of the work of Tiller in the conceptual framework of TGD
leads to
the conclusion that four-wave interaction, which is a basic
mechanism to
produce phase conjugate waves (negative energy topological light
rays),
serves also as a basic mechanism of intentional action. This leads
to a
unified view allowing to see EEG and nerve pulse as a particular
realization of four-wave interaction.
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